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Reviewer's report:

Thanks for authors attempts for the revised version of the manuscript. I reviewed the response as well as the manuscript. My most important concern now is that the authors didn’t address where is their revision is. I mean in all responses, I need the page number, paragraph and the line number of the revision in outline of modification and their responses. Please kindly do it for final decision. You also need to include all your explanations for reviewer to their revised version of the manuscript.

Moreover, please change methods to "Material and methods"

Please change “Study sites, participants, and sampling methods” to “Study area, subjects and sampling method” under the methods section.

Please change the "Data collection procedure" instead of “The survey” under method section and try to explain about the survey in this section.

Kindly change “Demographics of Study Sample” to “Demographics of study sample”, and “Risk Factors for Injuries” to “Risk factors of injuries”

In the first paragraph of the discussion, try to be more abstract from your result and don’t present the same result in this paragraph. For example instead of 66.7% you can say close to two-third…..

Please include a a heading as "Limitations and strengths" at the end of discussion section.

In this section authors explained well about study limitation, however, authors didn’t explain what they did they do about their limitations, or at least what is their suggestion.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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